Abstract-We describe an ego-motion estimation system developed specifically for humanoid robots, integrating visual and inertial sensors. It addresses the challenge of significant scale changes due to forward motion with a finite field of view by using recent sparse multi-scale feature tracking techniques. Additionally, it addresses the challenge of long-range temporal correlation due to walking gaits by employing a kinematicstatistical model that does not require accurate knowledge of the robot dynamics and calibration. Our system achieves performance comparable to the state of the art at a fraction of the (inertial measurement unit) cost, on a challenging dataset that we have created.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ego-motion estimation refers to the inference of the rigid motion of a sensor platform in three dimensions (3-D) . We are interested in the specific case where the platform is mounted on a humanoid robot. After several decades of research and development in inertial navigation, one can find suitable inertial measurement units (IMUs) that will achieve the desired performance, at a suitable cost. Unfortunately, the performance point required for stabilization as well as navigation and mapping of a humanoid robot often corresponds to a price point that is prohibitively high. Therefore, it is common to attempt to fuse different sensor data in order to achieve the same performance at a lower cost (or higher performance at equal cost). This process has accelerated lately with the availability of mobile platforms such as phones and tablets that include inertial sensors (accelerometers and gyrometers) as well as global positioning (GPS) and cameras, albeit all of modest quality. In addition, the fusion of multiple sensor data enables the simultaneous reconstruction of a coarse representation of the environment that can be used for other tasks such as obstacle avoidance, recognition, localization (loop closure), etc. Unfortunately, sensor fusion introduces different failure modes that significantly complicate the analysis and performance evaluation of the resulting platforms.
We are interested in the specific case of integration of visual and inertial measurements into one coherent egomotion state. These sensors are readily available in most humanoid platforms, and can be made to be cheap, small and light enough to fit in compact and energy-efficient platforms.
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They are both passive (they do not require broadcasting a signal and measuring the return, which is expensive in terms of energy), and exhibit complementary failure modes: The quality of ego-motion estimates from imaging data depends on the field of view (FOV), the spatial distribution of the scene, occlusions, photometric characteristics, illumination, etc. none of which affects inertial measurements. Equivalently, the quality of inertial measurements depends on temperature, gravity, drifts and biases, none of which affect imaging data.
A. Related Work and Contributions
There has been a significant amount of work in the integration of visual and inertial sensors, which we will review shortly. However, all exhibit characteristics that limit their applicability to humanoid platforms.
Typically, motion states are modeled as k−th order random walks: The unknown pose is modeled as the integration of the unknown (linear and angular) velocity, which is modeled as the integration of the unknown acceleration, which is the integration of the unknown jerk (derivative of acceleration), etc. Absence of knowledge is propagated up until a sufficiently high order of derivative can be represented as uninformative "white noise". While this process works for sensor platforms that are attached to vehicles that move smoothly on the ground or in the air, it does not work well for humanoids, for high order derivatives exhibit significant correlation structure due to the quasi-periodicity of walking gaits as well as acceleration spikes due to contact forces.
Furthermore, humanoids are typically anthropomorphic and are equipped with forward facing monocular or stereo vision systems. Cost, weight and size constraints usually condition the choice of sensors that have to serve both navigation tasks (that favor the widest FOV) and focused tasks such as recognition, manipulation etc. (that favor a small FOV) aided by active gaze control. With one or more relatively small FOV camera, forward motion typically causes significant changes in scale, which is a challenge for visual tracking. Also, forward motion is the most prone to local minima [1] . On the other hand, humanoids often tend to a task while walking, which can cause extended periods of sideways motion (direction of heading not aligned with the optical axis), without visuals on impending obstacles.
While in principle the walking cycle is known from actuator commands, and the kinematic and dynamic characteristics are known, propagating them to forces at sensor nodes requires accurate calibration that is impractical, and also subject to change if the robot acquires a load.
In this manuscript, we describe a method for ego-motion estimation that extends existing visual-inertial integration schemes to the specific case of humanoid motions. It does not require accurate kinematic or dynamic modeling of the sensor platform. Instead, it (a) exploits recent developments in multi-scale feature tracking [2] to enable longer tracks despite significant scale changes, and (b) modifies the statistical motion model to take into account higher order derivatives to enable capturing temporal correlations of the walking gaits. We evaluate our approach in comparison to existing (generic) visual-inertial integration systems including [3] , [4] , [5] , and to a state-of-the-art IMU-aided visual odometry system [6] . Because of the lack of benchmark datasets for this task, we have used published results of competing approaches, that have been gathered from moving ground vehicles. Therefore, the comparison is biased in their favor since such motions are usually closer to the statistical model of a (typically secondorder) random walk. Nevertheless, we achieve comparable to state-of-the-art performance on more challenging sequences captured during walking motion (Sect.) V. It is also important to note that we achieve these results with IMUs that are one to two orders of magnitude cheaper than those employed by competing schemes.
Several authors have investigated the problem of inferring a robot's ego-motion using images: for instance one of the best-known visual SLAM systems, presented in 2003 by Davison [7] . He proposed a bearing only solution to the SLAM problem fusing feature tracks inside an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) framework. In [8] , the authors describe an image-based approach for tracking the trajectory of a stereo camera based on a quadrifocal relationship between the image intensities within adjacent views of the stereo pair. In [9] an accurate and fast incremental motion reconstruction algorithm that uses a local bundle adjustment method to improve motion estimation accuracy. Klein and Murray [10] proposed an effective Visual SLAM approach based on edgelets tracking that exploits local bundle adjustment and a key-frame-based re-localization method in order to recover from tracking failures. For the specific case of humanoid motions, a first successful validation of a Visual SLAM was presented by Stasse et al. in 2006 [11] , using a HRP-2 humanoid as an experimental platform. This system exploits the framework presented in [7] , showing loop closure properties for short (a few meters) closed trajectories. In [12] , the authors addressed the problem of motion blur in images acquired by humanoid robots by proposing an epipolar geometry-based visual odometry system that takes advantage of a feature detection and tracking scheme that explicitly models the presence of motion blur inside the images.
Among competing visual-inertial schemes, we include an extension of the SFM system [13] to include two stereo cameras (pointing in opposite directions) and a cheap IMU [5] . Jones et al. in [14] and Jones and Soatto in [3] address the problem of automatically calibrating the camera-IMU system and demonstrate results of an integrated loop-closure approach on large loops, the same problem discussed by [15] . Incremental bundle adjustment alongside visual-inertial navigation has been exploited in [6] , while a novel measurement model to deal with visual and inertial data inside an EKF framework is presented in [4] . An exhaustive survey on the best-known vision-based egomotion estimation techniques can be found in [16] .
In the next section we address the aforementioned point (a) by describing a tracking approach that enables dealing with significant scale changes. In the following section we address point (b) by showing a simple kinematic-statistical motion model that enables dealing with long-range temporal correlation of the derivative chain typical of walking gaits, without explicitly modeling the robots' dynamics.
II. TRACKING UNDER SEVERE SCALE CHANGES
Forward motion (motion along the optical axis) causes a (non-isotropic) scale change in the domain of the image. It depends on the shape of the scene, and can cause significant deformations, including (self) occlusions. Even if one restricts attention to co-visible portions of the scene (away from occlusions), scale can cause non-smooth changes of the value of the image. Here, co-visible portions refer to the regions of the image that remain visible through a viewpoint change. While a rescaling of the image domain is a group in the continuous limit of infinite resolution [17] , because of spatial quantization there are catastrophic phase changes [18] in the response of feature detection functionals [19] . Because sparse feature trackers such as [20] rely on the persistence of the response of feature detection functionals, they fail under the genetic effects (births and deaths of extrema) arising from significant scale changes. Multi-scale versions of [20] , for instance [21] implemented in OpenCV [22] fail to address this issue because the multi-scale selection process is not consistent with the topology of the response of co-variant detector functionals.
This has been recently addressed by [2] in an approach called "tracking on the selection tree" (TST) whereby tracking is performed by running a co-variant detection functional 1 at multiple scales on one image, and then testing for topological consistency in temporally adjacent images. This means that, at a given scale, an isolated extremum in one image has one and only one corresponding extremum in the next image at the same or adjacent scale.
We refer the reader to [2] for details on the construction of these trees. Here we just remark that the implementation is a modification of the standard multi-scale version of Lucas and Kanade's tracker (MLK) in OpenCV. Tracking is performed at multiple scales until a fine enough scale is found where topologically consistent correspondence cannot be established and therefore the track is terminated and the (similarity) motion at the current scale is reported. Motion at coarser scales is only used to register subsequent scales so as to bring extrema into local correspondence. Violation of topological consistency can be due to violation of any of the three assumptions underlying TST: (i) co-visibility (occlusion), (ii) Lambertian reflection, (iii) constant illumination.
This approach allows the tracker to maintain higher quality tracks throughout the image by automatically rejecting features violating the constraint. Therefore, TST is more robust to tracks that degrade due to scale change, foreshortening of a planar surface, occlusions, or low texture than the standard MLK tracker. This difference is illustrated in the example in Fig. 1 that compares the results of TST and MLK. The first 2 frames ((a) to (d)) are taken from a video where the camera is moved (by hand) around a typical indoor office environment that a humanoid robot might encounter (including highcontrast calibration grids ubiquitous in Computer Vision laboratories). The room contains many low texture surfaces and an office divider that acts as an occluder. The checkerboards provide easily trackable features that can be used for ground truth evaluation. The video includes significant occlusion and foreshortening effects that expose the limitations of the MLK tracker and the strengths of TST. Motion estimation results on this dataset are also shown in section V (Handheld motion 2). The final frame ((e) and (f)) is taken from a video exhibiting severe scale change. The camera begins sitting on surface of the table in the center of the image, and is moved directly backwards by approximately 3m causing a significant reduction in scale of the scene on the tabletop.
Both trackers are based on the same image features. In both cases the trackers are limited to 200 features at all times, far more than are typically employed for ego-motion estimation. More are used here in order to better illustrate the differences between trackers. For both trackers, when tracks are lost, new features are acquired up to the limit of 200. The key insight that can be garnered from these examples is the following: in all three cases of challenging situations, the majority of tracks propagated by MLK become incorrect (occlusions) or uninformative (foreshortening, scaling) and these cannot be distinguished from good tracks through visual information alone. Conversely, the constraints imposed by TST allow the tracker to reject such tracks before they degrade, without using additional information (such as motion estimates for re-projection error) and allowing new and more useful features (up to a maximum number) to be acquired.
Figure 1(a) shows tracks from the MLK tracker clustered along an occlusion boundary as it moves rightward across the image. In (b), we can see that TST has automatically rejected these features because they violate its topological constraints, allowing new and more useful features to be acquired. Figure 1 (c) shows that as the checkerboards become more foreshortened, the feature tracks from the MLK tracker tend to converge into a cluster. In (d) we can see that TST has rejected these features before they group together, allowing it to acquire better features spread throughout the scene. Finally, in (e) the scale change has clearly caused the tracks from MLK to converge towards a point, whereas in (f) they have been automatically rejected and new features sampled from the scene by TST. MLK's poor performance near the center of contraction in the image (as observed in (e)) is ubiquitous when undergoing scale changes in the small, indoor environments we are targeting. This problem is avoided through our use of TST and its robustness to scale change.
All of these poor tracks are eliminated immediately by the topological constraints of TST, preventing them from negatively impacting estimates of the robot's ego-motion and allowing new features to be tracked in cases of occlusions, foreshortening, scaling, and poor texture.
It is important to note that during normal operation of state estimation, some, but not all, of these poor tracks can be detected and eliminated from the filter by monitoring their measurement innovation. While this can be effective, it does not prevent the tracks from negatively impacting the state estimate before their re-projection error has passed a threshold. The use of TST eliminates this problem as the tracks are rejected at the level of the tracker before they can have a significant impact on the performance of the filter. This is supported by the uniform improvement in state estimation performance, discussed in section V, when using TST compared to the MLK tracker.
III. MOTION MODEL
Our state estimation system employs an Extended Kalman Filtering approach, where IMU readings, as well as feature tracks, are used as explicit measurements inside the EKF update step, while the prediction step is triggered in between measurements. We therefore have adopted a tight integration model, whereby all measurements (inertial and visual) contribute to a common underlying state [23] . This is different from a loose integration model, whereby inertial and visual measurements independently produce an ego-motion estimate, and they are fused at the level of rigid motions [24] . Also, among tight integration models, we choose to represent all measurements as such -that is as output of the dynamical system that generates the data. This is in contrast to modeling motion measurements as ("noiseless") inputs to the system, and visual measurements as outputs. Inertial errors are then represented as modeling errors.
The state of the dynamical model that we employ is then the common underlying motion, represented as (discretetime) random walk with four levels of differentiation of the translation states. Therefore, the derivative of translational acceleration, ξ, called "jerk," is explicitly represented as a state, and modeled as a Brownian motion, whose input is assumed to be uninformative ("white") noise. The complete motion model in discrete time is shown in equation (1) . Here the subscript t refers to the time index, and dt is the length of time between discrete steps. The full set of model states for motion is as follows (all states are elements of R 3 ): T for translation, Ω for orientation, V for translational velocity, ω for rotational velocity, a for translational acceleration, w for rotational acceleration, and ξ for translational jerk. Finally, as mentioned above, n ξt and n wt are white noise processes.
In equation (1), R(Ω t ) . = exp( Ω t ) is the rotation matrix corresponding to the rotation vector Ω t , where Ω t is the skew-symmetric matrix corresponding to Ω t , and Log SO(3) (R(Ω t )) . = Ω t is the rotation vector Ω t corresponding to the rotation matrix R(Ω t ) [25] .
Compared with a standard second-order random walk, this model presents several advantages. First, translational jerk enables capturing the sharp accelerations due to contact forces caused by footsteps that would otherwise end up in the acceleration residual and contain significant temporal correlation that is detrimental to any on-line filtering scheme. The customary approach to handing such correlations is to augment the model with additional states, which is precisely the purpose of adding the jerk state ξ t . Note that we do not insert rotational jerk as a state since contact events do not usually produce impulsive rotations. Second, we use a thirdorder approximation of positional kinematics, and a secondorder approximation for rotational ones. These we refer to as 'full kinematics' throughout the paper, as opposed to more common minimal first-order approximations for kinematics (referred to as 'minimal kinematics'). Given the fact that inertial measurement rates are usually higher than image frame-rate, time synchronization between the samples as well as proper integration beyond first-order Euler are critical to the functioning of the filter.
Note that there are no "noise terms" on the first five blocks of states, since the model is just a deterministic integrator and there are no modeling errors. This would not be the case if ω t and α t were replaced by their measured counterparts from inertial sensors. In that case, the inevitable measurement noise would have to be encoded as modeling error.
In addition to the motion states, there are a number of unknown parameters as well as sensor biases that have to be identified. As customary, we include them in the state of the model with a simple first-order random walk dynamic, with covariance of the model error being a tuning parameter to be determined using customary procedures such as the cumulative periodogram [26] . We discuss the measurement model in section IV-A.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS A. Sensor Measurements
In addition to motion states, we must infer accelerometer biases, represented by a vector α bias ∈ R 3 , gyrometer biases, ω bias ∈ R 3 , and gravity γ ∈ R 3 in order to properly formulate the measurement equations. We will assume that the alignment between the camera reference frame and the body frame of the IMU is a known transformation g cb = (R cb , T cb ) ∈ SE(3), determined as part of a calibration procedure [23] .
While gravity could be determined based on location, we want to avoid lengthy initializations, which are necessary due to the uncertainty in the orientation of the sensor platform relative to an earth-centered reference frame. Therefore, we enforce the norm of gravity as a pseudo-measurement constraint by assigning the norm of γ to that inferred from tabulates, but otherwise include it as a state with trivial dynamics γ t+dt = γ t . Since gravity is constant, it is initialized with a large error covariance and therefore allowed to float during the initial transient, after which it remains essentially constant. Biases are modeled as random walks, α bias (t + dt) = α bias (t)+n α bias (t) with n α bias a realization from a zero-mean Gaussian noise process whose covariance is inferred from characteristics of the sensor. Similar assumptions are made for the gyro bias. Note: indexing of time (t) for accelerometer and gyrometer terms differs from the subscripts used for other states in the model (shown in equation (1)) for the sake of clarity.
We do not model the relative pose (position and orientation) of the accelerometer relative to the gyro, the deviation from orthogonality of their axes, their scaling factors, and other calibration parameters that we assume have been compensated by the IMU in order to provide a measurement of translational acceleration and rotational velocity. The latter is related to the motion states above in a straightforward manner:
The former requires two transformations to the inertial frame and the subtraction of gravity:
The camera measurements are the positions of feature points y i t ∈ R 2 in a calibrated camera, that are related to the position of points X i 0 ∈ R 3 relative to the initial time instant via a canonical central projection
We then represent X 0 using y 0 and Z 0 via X 0 =ȳ 0 Z 0 whereȳ 0 = [y
T is the homogeneous coordinate of y 0 . To enforce the positivity of Z 0 , we represent it in exponential coordinates via Z 0 = e ρ with ρ ∈ R.
In the moving frame, we then have
where, as usual, n i t is a measurement error due to the imaging sensor as well as errors of the feature tracker. This noise is not Gaussian, and typically has heavy tails and possibly multi-modality due to mismatches in self-similar regions. This will be handled by a robust update where measurements that deviate from the mean of the conditional distribution are weighted linearly rather than quadratically [27] .
In addition to such mismatches, features appear and disappear due to occlusions and to scale changes as we have discussed in previous sections. Thus the filter includes means to represent groups of features that are simultaneously acquired, and book-keeping features that have disappeared by storing their 3-D location in a map [23] .
B. Feature Initialization
In [23] , features were initialized through a bootstrapping phase where a separate sub-filter was spawned with groups of features and used the estimated motion to triangulate features until their depth error covariance was below a threshold. Unfortunately, active gaze control in humanoid robots often causes sudden rotational motions that produce motion blur and therefore cause complete loss of track. It is therefore of paramount importance to be able to add features to the state with the shortest possible delay, unlike [23] .
We have adopted a considerably simplified approach, whereby the (log) depth of new features are initialized to a uniform prior value and with high uncertainty. Our results have shown that such a prior is effective in the indoor environments we have targeted and that depths very quickly converge to steady-state. Note that this is possible because of the presence of inertial measurements. Direct insertion in the state in the absence of inertial measurements causes the filter to diverge.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To test our method we used a device composed of a low-cost IMU (XSense MTI), providing data at a frequency of 100Hz, rigidly mounted on a black and white camera acquiring 1024×768 images at 30Hz. The entire ego-motion estimation system runs in realtime on a commodity laptop and its stability and robustness have been tested extensively. It is important to note that the IMU we are using is approximately one twentieth the cost of the one used by Jones and Soatto [3] (C-MIGITS), and has a comparable reduction in stability of biases, and increase in measurement noise.
Three main experimental datasets were collected, two by hand and one with the camera-IMU system mounted on a hardhat and worn by an operator to simulate challenging walking motion of a humanoid robot for the system. The two hand-held datasets include significant rotations and general motion. The third was taken to demonstrate the applicability of our system to situations directly relevant to the walking motion of a humanoid robot. In order to simulate this, the camera-IMU system was rigidly attached to the top of a hardhat worn by an operator (Fig. 2) who then recorded a dataset while briskly walking through an indoor environment. Necessarily, the walking motion is largely constrained to a plane and is not as general as in the hand-held datasets. However, no assumptions on the type of motion are used and parameters are identical in all experiments. As no motion capture system was available to record ground-truth, all of our datasets represent closed-loop trajectories (where the start and end points are the same) and we evaluate our results based on drift from the origin at the end of the run. In all three datasets the platform was carefully returned to its approximate original position and orientation. Challenges of this walking motion are discussed in section V-A and results on loop-closure experiments are presented in section V-B.
A. Walking vs. hand-held motion
The majority of visual-inertial ego-motion estimation systems are typically demonstrated using hand-held motions or are mounted on wheeled platforms. When dealing with data from IMUs, particularly low-end IMUs such as we use, this avoids some of the challenging issues that must be faced by a humanoid robot using legged motion. In this case, the impact forces from footsteps during even casual walking lead to significant accelerations and noise measured by the accelerometers that the system must be robust to. Examples comparing accelerometer data from hand-held, general motion, and head-mounted walking motion are shown in Fig. 3 . As can be seen in the comparison, the accelerometer (a) (b) Fig. 3 .
Accelerometer data from hand-held motion (top) and headmounted walking motion (bottom) over similar time scales, starting from the beginning of motion. Note the high amplitude 'noise' caused by impact forces in the walking case compared to the relatively smooth accelerations experienced in the hand-held case. Note: Large changes in accelerations in the hand-held cases are caused by gravity while the system undergoes rotation. data received during the walking motion exhibits very high amplitude "noise" caused by the impact forces of footfalls. While these accelerations appear to be noise, they are in fact "signal" in the sense of relating to the operator's gait, and these high frequency, large changes in acceleration must be accounted for by the system. In comparison with the smoother hand-held motions, these impact accelerations make motion estimation more challenging due to their magnitude and quasi-periodic nature. As shown in the results of section V-B, our expanded translational and rotational kinematics have improved motion estimation results under such accelerations. Additionally, while there is a qualitative difference in the rotational velocity measurements between the hand-held and walking situations, it is not as significant as the difference seen in the acceleration data. Therefore, we have kept the motion model at one order above the observed data for both acceleration and rotational velocity.
B. Closed-loop trajectory experiments
All the followed paths are closed loops in which the starting and end points and orientations are approximately the same. This allows us to evaluate our system by drift on loop-closure at the end of the dataset. As reported in Table I , the combination of TST and full kinematics (FK) used in our system outperforms the combination of the the MLK tracker with the minimal kinematics (MK) proposed in [3] .
The first hand-held dataset follows simple, general motion for approximately one minute in front of a scene with easily trackable features. This serves as baseline of the ideal case for both our system, and the simpler model with minimal kinematics and the MLK tracker against which we compare. The second hand-held dataset is the sequence with very challenging scene geometry discussed in section II. This sequence includes significant changes in viewpoint of continuously tracked surfaces and many challenging occlusion cases. Here, as expected, the use of TST allows us to significantly outperform the MLK-based system. Figure 4 shows the 3D trajectories of both of these datasets using our system. Note the accuracy of loop closure in the first handheld dataset (a) and the complexity of the motion undertaken. Figure 4 (b) shows our result on the second, much more challenging hand-held dataset. The walking motion experiment is a significantly challenging dataset comprised of brisk walking using the head-mounted system through the hallways of a rectangular building. Throughout the dataset the operator frequently changes gaze direction, simulating the sudden rotational motions discussed in section IV-B. On this challenging example of humanoid legged motion we achieve a drift of 1.01% over a 292m course. Figure 5 kinematics system when overlaid on the floor plan of the rectangular building.
While Fig. 3 showed the challenges of the accelerations our system undergoes compared to hand-held datasets, Fig. 6 shows the challenges induced by active gaze control on estimating orientation. In order to better illustrate this difference a second walking traversal of the indoor loop was performed, however with gaze direction remaining fixed along the direction of motion and slower walking. This allows us to compare the highly variable vertical-axis rotation estimates (heading) on our challenging walking dataset (Fig. 6 (a) ) with the very stable heading estimates from the simplified experiment ( Fig. 6 (b) ). Due to the challenges in physically closing-the-loop in orientation for a head-mounted system, the drift in the vertical component of orientation in (a) is likely primarily caused by experimenter error as opposed to rotational drift.
In all cases, our system using TST with full kinematics is a significant improvement over the MLK tracker and minimal kinematics.
Finally, we report a comparison (Tab. II) of reported drifts from other state-of-the-art ego-motion estimation systems on their long traversal datasets [6] , [3] , [4] , [5] . The majority of these results are for systems mounted on a wheeled platform, which do not encounter the sharp accelerations caused by a walking gait nor the sharp camera rotations seen in our data. Comparisons to hand-held motions have already been made in section V-A. In spite of the significantly more challenging nature of our experiments (walking egomotion estimation with frequent, sudden rotations) we remain competitive with the state of the art in wheeled/hand-held ego-motion estimation under less challenging conditions. Note that we are using only a single monocular camera, not stereo cameras as in [6] , [5] , nor a very expensive and precise IMU as in [3] . These additions would only improve our results, however we can achieve comparable results without them. The results shown from [3] were on a dataset taken in the same environment, but with a high-end IMU and on a wheeled instead of walking platform.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have successfully developed and tested an ego-motion estimation system ideally suited to the walking motion of humanoid robots. The first challenge of significant scale changes due to forward motions in indoor environments has been handled via TST, a recent sparse multi-scale feature tracking technique. Secondly, we have used a kinematicstatistical model that does not require accurate knowledge of robot dynamics and calibration in order to handle the challenges caused by the sharp and periodic accelerations associated with walking gaits. Our system runs in realtime on a commodity laptop and uses a low-cost inertial measurement unit. In spite of the poorer data quality from this lowgrade IMU, we have achieved comparable performance to the state-of-the-art reported drift results on our own datasets containing more challenging motion than other systems were tested on at a fraction of the total system cost.
